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In fact, Levi was in a dangerous place.

Star Country’s Sanxing Group.

He is with Logan Chengmin.

No one thought of this.

Going around, Levi came back.

It’s still inside them.

Although Sanxing Group is the dog leg of the Gods Laboratory.

But this dog leg is also very powerful, and they will not obediently surrender to
the laboratory of the gods.

They also secretly controlled a lot of things in the Gods Lab.

Levi used these three months to grasp the information of the Gods Laboratory as
much as possible from the Sanxing Group.

After these three months, Levi summed up a lot.

The core layer of the Lab of the Gods is inaccessible at all and cannot be
controlled.

But spokespersons like Richard and Levi, outsiders, have all Lorded.



Of course, there are doglegs like Sanxing Group, who also Lorded nine out of
ten.

“Okay, I’m leaving!”

After taking control of everything, Levi was ready to leave.

Logan Chengmin asked anxiously: “Where are you going?”

“Go kill some people!”

Levi said calmly.

“Are you going to start? Do you need my help?”

“No need!”

…

Levi left.

Looked at the densely packed names on the list.

Who should kill first? ? ?

This is a problem.

But Levi quickly locked on a name——

Richard!!!

Among the densely packed names, this one is the most dazzling.

“Richard has been your opponent for a long time! Even when I didn’t know you,
you were already my opponent! Now I can’t keep you, kill!”



Because Richard’s use of Levi has come to an end.

Richard’s hole cards were all revealed.

He estimated that it would be difficult to dig out more of the Gods’ Laboratory.

So Levi wants to kill him!

Levi left the star country and went straight to the war eagle country.

According to the intelligence of Sanxing Group, Richard did not go out recently,
but was in his own independent laboratory.

Studying a pure energy body experiment that can really be close to Wood
Zhengjie!

…

In a secret base in the War Eagle Nation.

“The biggest problem at the moment is still super-energy particles! We still can’t
create something comparable to Wood Zhengjie’s discovery in a short time!”

“There are other experimental groups who have never been able to find such
natural super-energy particles. I really don’t know how Wood Zhengjie discovered
and obtained it!”

“I all suspect that with our current technology, even if we find such super-energy
particles, they will not be able to obtain them, and there will even be great
danger!”

…

Listening to the report, Richard frowned.

Nothing has gone smoothly recently.



It is really difficult to create a unique one.

But Nick’s mass-produced low-profile version was completely destroyed by the
female ancestor of Tiance Mansion.

“Go on, I’ll go back and rest!”

Richard drove back to his residence.

It is also not far from the base.

It is a private manor.

Richard is a cautious guy.

For one’s own residence, naturally build the safest fortress.

The sea, land and air have the top defensive system.

There are many escape and life-saving functions for houses and beds.

The guard of his residence was even more terrifying, and the remaining pure
energy bodies were arranged by his side and followed closely.

Richard wanted to make sure that nothing happened to him.

He even put his residence within the range of the weapon of God’s scepter.

Set up barriers just to protect your own safety.

Before going to bed, Richard had not forgotten to give some advice.

Although he is confident that no one can find it here.

But still have to check.



He was too scared of death.

…

Around ten o’clock in the evening.

Levi came to this remote area of   War Eagle Nation.

He soon entered the restricted area of   the Gods Laboratory, and someone
immediately stopped him.

“Show your pass or perform a facial recognition scan!”

Levi smiled: “I am here to kill, why do I need a pass?”
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“What? Killing?”

Before the intercepting guards could react, they all fell down.

With one breath, all the guards at this outpost were killed.

…

Once the death god’s sickle was waved, it couldn’t be stopped.

Levi started the killing.

Whether it was an open or secret whistle, they disappeared one by one.

After the death of these people, not even a message can be sent out.

So no one knew that Levi was close to this secret base.

Because there is no abnormality at all.



This is the benefit of Sanxing Group.

They provide some raw materials, or test products, to the laboratories of the
gods.

So I know more or less about the secret base.

So Levi had to come in a lot easier.

One hour passed.

The perimeter defense line of Richard’s secret base for hundreds of miles was all
solved by Levi alone.

Thousands of people died.

But there was no movement at all.

No one knew about the entire base.

Looking at the base close at hand, Levi showed a sneer: “Richard, can you live
tonight?”

He wants to destroy the base first, and then kill Richard.

Levi entered the base easily.

No one noticed it at all.

When they came to the core area, everyone discovered that a person dressed
differently from everyone appeared.

After all, everyone in the laboratory is wearing protective clothing.

But Levi was wearing casual clothes, which was too eye-catching.



Hundreds of eyes glanced at Levi.

“Who are you? What are you doing?”

Someone immediately asked.

“Nothing, come to kill you!”

As soon as the voice fell, Levi killed him directly.

Soon the corpses all over the floor piled up.

“Rumble…”

He was killing and destroying, and the laboratory of the base was destroyed one
after another.

Levi finally came to the main control room and after copying all the data, he
destroyed the base.

“Rumble…”

The base instantly appeared in the flames.

Plus some super energy materials are also exploded together.

The terrifying power directly lifted the entire secret base to the sky!

The mushroom cloud formed instantly…

The terrible fire spread for dozens of miles, like the end of the world.

The Lab of the Gods does not refer to a laboratory, but a code name.

It has many such bases.



This base was given to Richard!

Richard’s status is very high, so this base can be regarded as one of the core
bases.

This is a heavy blow.

The moment the base was blown up, Richard received the news not far away.

“Dididi…”

The harsh sirens rang through the manor.

Everyone including Richard was awakened.

After all, the manor and base systems are connected.

When Levi copied the data, he actually copied all the data of Richard’s residence.

He immediately sent the data to Logan Chengmin.

Under the control of the top hacker arranged by Logan Chengmin, the system of
the entire manor was quickly paralyzed.

The defense systems, including the land, sea and air, were all paralyzed.

…

In the manor.

Richard woke up in shock: “What’s the situation? What’s the situation?”

“Well, someone invaded our base and destroyed it! There are currently no
survivors in the base!”



“Also, the defense line involving hundreds of miles outside the base, as well as
the open and dark posts are all out of control, I don’t know what happened…”

“The system of our manor is also paralyzed…”

…

The bad news came one after another.

Richard’s face turned pale with fright.

No blood.

“No, it’s a big deal this time! The other party is here for me! Evacuate! Evacuate
quickly!”

Richard shouted.

“Mr. Richard, our aircraft are all paralyzed and cannot be started. Let’s take you
away!”

Richard’s guards took him and left.

“Does Richard want to run? Impossible!”

A familiar voice came.

Richard was so scared.

This is a familiar voice!

Still Morendam!
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Levi!!!

Richard heard it.

This is Levi’s voice!

But is it really Levi?

But there are too many people posing as Levi recently!

Even if the voice comes out, it’s not necessarily him!

It may be that the Bible organization has found it!

But no matter what, he didn’t know if it was time for Levi.

The base was exposed, Richard wanted to run without any thoughts.

“Retreat! Retreat quickly!”

Richard gave an order, and he led everyone to escape from the secret passage.

At the same time, Richard reported the situation to various places in the Gods
Laboratory.

He is also ready for the ultimate rescue button.

Once the situation is not right, press it directly to request the ultimate rescue of
the Gods Laboratory.



“Want to run? Richard!”

The voice came again.

The next moment, Levi stepped on it.

The earth fell apart immediately, and all burst into pieces.

The appearance of a dungeon was exposed.

It turned out that all under this base was hollowed out.

There are divergent roads below, which can go to any place in the Eagle Nation.

It is also the secret place of this base.

All of their transportation can be carried out underground and cannot be found at
all.

But now, under Levi’s kick, the earth collapsed completely, and the underground
city below was completely exposed.

It’s simply breathtaking.

It is impossible to imagine such a large area, there is no cave below.

How much financial and material resources will it take to create this.

This is the horror of the Lab of the Gods!

Levi glanced at Richard and others who were fleeing.

“boom!”

He turned into a lightning chase, and at the same time he threw a punch.



Sweep to Richard and hundreds of others.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

…

With this punch, the buildings in the dungeon were directly destroyed and wiped
out.

Richard and the others were forced to stop abruptly.

“who are you?”

Richard asked.

“Can’t you hear my voice?”

Levi smiled.

“Pretend to be a god! You are not Levi at all! Levi is dead early!”

Richard naturally didn’t believe it.

“Take him!”

Richard gave an order, and the four pure energy bodies immediately killed Levi.

Although the pure energy body was slapped by the female ancestor of Tiance
Mansion.

But how many female ancestors are there in the world?

She is the only one revealed right now!



Therefore, pure energy bodies are still terrifying combat power!

Others still can’t think of a solution!

After all, you don’t have the strength of a female ancestor!

The four pure energy bodies are all fighting desperately, because they know that
they are immortal.

The other party can’t kill them at all.

So they don’t need to defend at all.

Just work hard.

It can’t be killed anyway.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

But Levi instantly pointed out four pointers, and hit the four of them at a speed
that surpassed the limit.

At this moment, the four of them only felt that their consciousness was forcibly
pulled out of this body.

Pain!

They actually felt the pain!



Can’t tell where it hurts, but it hurts everywhere!

They have no body, only consciousness.

Therefore, the feeling of not knowing where the pain is and it hurts everywhere.

They are in fact the same situation as Nick and others three months ago.

“laugh!”

“laugh!”

…

The most frightening thing is that a small black hole appears in everyone’s heart,
surrounded by flames.

This was just pointed out by Levi with a finger.

Everyone has a small hole.

Everyone looked at the small flame burning hole, and suddenly had a bad
feeling.

“boom!”

…

In an instant, this small hole exploded.

The four pure energy bodies were directly exploded, broke apart, and
disappeared directly.

The terrible energy was instantly shattered.

The four pure energy bodies were instantly killed!



The whole audience was silent!

Richard was dumbfounded.

Everyone is dumbfounded!
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This this this…

Who can bear it?

This is too scary, right?

The second female ancestor of Tiance Mansion came out?

It actually killed the four pure energy bodies instantly!

Who can imagine this?

There are people who can do the same thing as the female ancestor of Tiance
Mansion!

Instantly kill the pure energy body!

This makes everyone in the Gods Lab crazy.

This this this…

The sky is falling!

The corner of Levi’s mouth rises!

In fact, his spike pure energy body is not the same as the female ancestor of
Tiance Mansion.



That one is really too fucking strong!

Strong enough to ignore everything!

I care what you are, so I just slap it!

As for why Levi can kill the pure energy body in seconds?

That is the result of his retreat!

He transformed a door taboo technique into his own thing!

What Levi has just shown is a taboo technique of fingering, which emphasizes
gathering all the power in one burst!

Instantly cause the most terrifying destructive power!

Destroy everything!

Even if it is as strong as a pure energy body, it can’t hold it!

Levi transformed into something that belonged to him, almost with the power
comparable to the taboo technique.

The only price is that it consumes a lot of money to use this trick.

Once this door taboo technique is used once, it takes ten and a half days to
recover before it can be used a second time.

It instantly concentrates its whole body strength in a single burst, so it consumes
too much.

Even if Levi has improved, he can’t use it too much.

After all, the consumed power can’t be made up instantly.



“This…”

Richard and the others never expected it to be like this.

Levi is determined to kill Richard today.

“boom!”

He appeared in front of Richard in an instant.

Started everyone.

Richard instantly activated the armor.

Others also quickly tried to block Levi.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Levi bombarded the person who was blocking with a terrible punch.

Popped one by one!

If the pure energy body blocks, Levi should immediately use his own version of
taboo fingering.

One pure energy body burst open!

In front of Levi, he couldn’t see enough and couldn’t stop it!

Now Richard is very annoyed by one thing-why not just build a pure energy body
that is infinitely close to Wood Zhengjie?



Rather than mass-produce a lot of low-profile versions, in the end it will make
people spike.

stop!

All of Richard’s men had taken Ecstasy, swearing to stop Levi to the death.

Even if you save your life, you will not hesitate!

But they met Levi who was too powerful.

Fall down one by one!

…

Blood splattered, bones flying!

Many people still burst into a cloud of learning fog!

The pure energy bodies also fall apart and all dissipate.

miserable!

Fewer people!

Levi was getting closer and closer to Richard.

Richard is getting more and more panicked and has been asking for support.

It’s a pity that everyone within a hundred kilometers was dealt with by Levi.

All the air-supported aircraft arrived, but they were interfered with without any
effect.

The hacker arranged by Logan Chengmin has been interfering.



“Hurry up, the support team must hurry up!”

Richard was nervous enough to sweat.

There are really fewer and fewer people in front of me.

He didn’t want to know who it was anymore.

He just wants to live!

…

The killing continues.

The blood is still flowing.

People fell one by one!

“boom!”

The last pure energy body was hit by Levi’s finger and disappeared on the spot.

The dozen people left beside Richard were frightened.

Including Lee Seki and them.

“Wow! Run!”

They let out a scream, and all ran away.

They left Richard and all ran away.

These people are not stupid at the critical moment.

Levi ignored them.



It is Richard that he is going to kill.

Richard quickly pressed the extreme rescue button…

He depends on them for his life and death!
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“Hehe, shake people? I see who can save you!”

It’s a killer to Richard Yee King’s Landing.

I can’t stop Heavenly King Lao Tzu coming!

After Richard used extreme rescue privileges, eight bases scattered around (100
kilometers) away.

Some are deep in the mountains, some are underground, some are in the sea…

The launch systems of the eight bases were launched at the same time, posing
as terrible arrogance, and instantly turned into eight streams of light to shoot
toward the sky.

The movement and power of this launch is no less than that of a rocket…

But who would have thought that eight people were launched.

However, they are equipped with aerospace-powered engines, a full four
aerospace-level engines!



The special armors on them are several levels higher than the aerospace
materials.

Therefore, it can withstand the power of the space shuttle engine, otherwise it will
definitely be crushed into powder when it is started.

Another person needs to have super strong physique and be able to withstand
the start of this engine.

Otherwise, it’s just a shock, I’m afraid it will be bloody.

These are the extreme rescue teams of the Gods Lab.

Able to rescue in the shortest time!

After the eight people were launched, they galloped at the speed of the rocket
launch.

He arrived at Richard almost instantly.

This is only the case of eight people starting an engine.

Can be reached in an instant.

Of course it’s also because of the closer distance.

Too fast is not good.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

The engine device behind the eight people braved blue flames, bursting out
unmatched air currents, raging wind around them, and blasting waves.



“boom!”

…

They started the engine and killed Levi one after another.

The purpose of Extreme Rescue Team is not to kill, but to rescue.

They just wanted to force Levi back and take Richard away.

As for what Levi would do, it was not something they should consider.

The engine device behind the eight people burst into flames, giving them the
ultimate strength and speed.

This is absolutely unprecedented!

“roll!!!”

Levi roared.

A domineering punch blasted out, and an invisible force rumblingly covered it.

“Boom boom…”

It even blasted all eight people out!!!

Incredible!

All eight were stunned!

Is there anyone who can withstand the starting power of an aerospace-level
engine?

“Turning on an engine!”



The eight people communicated quickly and turned on another engine device!

“Buzzing…”

After the two engine devices were started, there was a muffled sound in the sky,
the earth was still shaking, and dust was flying in the sky!

“Rumble…”

…

The eight people directly doubled their speed and strength.

What they expected was to directly penetrate Levi.

“boom!!!”

They were still greeted with a punch.

Levi’s invincible punch once again blasted everyone out.

terrible!

Horrified!

Is this still a human?

It can withstand the starting power of a dual aviation engine…

Turn on the third engine device!

The special armor on their bodies began to tremble, and their bodies felt
unprecedented pressure.

“boom!”



But the result is still the same, facing this man, it is useless.

He still defeated the terrifying power of the triple engine with one punch…

“Turn on the fourth engine unit!!!”

Eight people are just as crazy.

In fact, they have only turned on three devices at most.

Because three engines are turned on, they are enough to kill anyone in seconds.

There is no need for the fourth one at all.

but…

Levi is too strong now.

The fourth one must be turned on!

The fourth one was only used in the experimental stage, not in actual combat.

I don’t know if I can bear it!

The fourth engine is turned on, and the four engines work together.

He directly tore the ground beneath his feet into a big hole, and thunderous roars
exploded in the air.

They felt like they were about to explode, and their armor was about to burst at
any time.

They are crazy and are going to fight Levi desperately.
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The four engines are the most they can start.

They are also the most powerful.

“Da da da…”

There was a dense explosion in the sky, and the earth was still shaking, even
torn apart.

The air waves behind are even more one after another.

“kill!”

With the help of the four engines, the eight people instantly killed Levi.

Eight people, eight directions.

Not to mention anything else, just the power of activation can crush people into
minced meat.

Only the corner of Levi’s mouth raised a smile.

The retreat during this period of time enlightened him too much.

And in the three months of Sanxing Group, he has not been idle.

Still going on…

The basic exercise Lord taught him is to pursue the ultimate in strength and
speed!

So he can get stronger and stronger!

Relying on this most basic exercise alone…

You can go rampant!



Especially this retreat study how to deal with the pure energy body, so that he
has a new perception and improvement.

The pursuit of power and speed at this moment has taken it to the next level.

He even cooperated with multiple strengths and bursts based on one point…

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Before the devastating momentum of the eight people arrived, Levi instantly
blasted thousands of punches on the eight people.

The eight people rushing at the limit speed stopped abruptly, and their bodies
stopped in mid-air.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

There was a roar of explosions, and the aerospace engine behind them began to
smoke.

“Boom boom…”

“Crack…”

Immediately, they exploded one after another.



The destruction of the space engine device brought them a devastating blow.

They are completely defeated.

“Crack!”

…

The frightening thing is that the armor on them also burst one by one.

Can’t stop this power at all!

Multiple strengths!!!

Just now, the fists behind Levi contained multiple strengths, which exploded at
this moment.

“puff!”

“puff!”

…

Finally, these eight people, their terrifying physiques were carefully selected from
all over the world by the laboratory of the gods.

But now all cracks appear as fine as spider webs!

In the end, all eight people burst open, turning into a cloud of blood and
dissipating.

Hot blood splashed all over Richard.

Although he was wearing a battle armor, it was no different from not wearing it.

The devices on these guys burst to pieces.



His one is the same as paper.

Richard was completely dumbfounded.

Never been so desperate for a moment!

All hole cards, all methods are used.

Even the ultimate ultimate rescue privilege was used.

Still can’t stop it.

Only waiting to die…

Although the Lab of the Gods received the news, no matter how fast it was, it
would not be ahead of the extreme rescue.

The person in front of him can kill himself at any time.

That’s too late!

who is it?

Who the hell is it?

At first he felt that this person was pretending to be Levi, and he must even be
organized by the Bible.

But now it’s uncertain.

I feel more and more familiar with this person!

His will to kill himself, Richard could feel it!

“No matter who you are, I now give you a chance, leave immediately, and I will let
you go!”



Richard tried to calm his emotions and wanted to delay time.

Levi smiled: “Richard, you are really an old fox, want to delay time?”

“Hehe, do you dare to kill me? Are you sure you can kill me? Are you sure you
can afford the consequences of killing me?”

“Do you know what the cost of killing a core high-level person in the Lab of the
Gods is? Know what trump card I control?”

Richard pretended to be calm.

Levi was happy and walked towards him step by step.

“Then I will kill you today, can I bear the consequences??”

Levi’s eyes turned red, and his murderous aura skyrocketed.

He endured Richard for a long, long time.

Today, it must be killed!!!

“Goodbye Richard!!!”


